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Chapter 2524 
“What… what’s going on here?” 

Alimon asked in circles! 

“Could it be that more advanced monsters are coming to scare those monster 

wolves away?” 

said the elderly villager of Dashi Village! 

“It should be like this, otherwise how could these monster wolves escape in 

such a hurry!” 

A villager from Dashi Village echoed! 

“There are no high-level monsters at all. These monster wolves must have 

been scared away by brother David!” 

Zhuzi said loudly! 

Although he didn’t know how David scared away the wolf, but he already 

regarded David as an omnipotent person. 

“Okay, don’t pester anyone to scare them away. Now that the demon wolves 

have run away, let’s leave this place as soon as possible. If the demon wolves 

come back, or if there are more advanced monsters, then we will be in 

trouble!” 



Ali ordered everyone to hurry leave here! 

“Brother Ali, what should we do with these monster wolf corpses? These 

monster wolf corpses can be sold for a lot of money, so it’s a pity to leave 

them like this!” 

said a villager from Dashi Village! 

When everyone looked at the corpses of those monster wolves, they also felt 

very sorry! 

In fact, Ali also knows that these monster wolf corpses can be sold for a lot of 

money, but they are all wounded now, and there is no way to take these 

monster wolf corpses away, and those monster wolves who have left may 

come back at any time, and they have no time to take the monster wolf. Dan! 

“I don’t want it anymore. If we stay in the green hills, we won’t have to worry 

about firewood. If we all die here, no amount of monster wolf corpses will be 

of any use to us. Let’s get out of here…” 

Ali said loudly! 

Seeing this, everyone could only take a reluctant look and prepare to leave! 

“Brother Ali, Brother David has a storage ring that can take away the corpses 

of these demon wolves!” 

At this moment, Zhuzi said to Ali! 

“Storage ring?” Ali was taken aback, then looked at David and said, “Do you 

have a storage ring?” 

David nodded and said, “I have it!” 



Ali looked at David in disbelief. There are such treasures as storage rings. You 

must know that in the world of heaven and man, there are not many treasures 

such as storage rings! 

“I didn’t expect that you have such a treasure on your body, so are you willing 

to help us take away the corpse of the demon wolf?” 

Ali asked! 

“No problem.” David smiled lightly, and then waved his palm, and the corpses 

of the demon wolves instantly entered the storage ring. 

Seeing that the wolf’s body was really gone, everyone looked at David happily, 

and their attitude towards David was also changing! 

After all, David is an outsider. Although he has lived in Dashi Village for many 

days, many villagers in Dashi Village still have a certain degree of hostility 

towards David! 

But now that David has a storage ring and helped them take away the corpse 

of the monster wolf, everyone is very grateful! 

“Okay, let’s go…” 

Ali led the crowd and started to return the same way. 

“Yun’er, are you okay? Can you still go?” 

David saw that Yun’er was injured, so he asked with concern! 

“Brother David, I’m fine, I can go!” 

Yun’er shook her head and said! 



Ali and his party were all injured, so they didn’t move fast. At this moment, 

some people began to sigh. “Although we narrowly escaped death this time 

and got 

so many corpses of demon wolves, if we want to heal these wounds on our 

bodies, selling these corpses of demon wolves may not be enough!” 

Everyone in the corpse of the demon wolf also felt depressed! 

“These pharmacists are simply devouring people without spitting out their 

bones. Their elixir is simply too expensive!” 

“I’d rather endure it by myself than watch it. At worst, I just need to resist for a 

few more days. The wounds on my body will eventually heal slowly.” 

said the elderly villager of Dashi Village! 

“Uncle Liu, don’t say that. Wounds are easily infected, especially those caused 

by monsters. You forgot that my uncle was bitten by a monster last year. Did 

he die because he didn’t care about money?” 

Zhu Zi Said to the elderly Dashi villager! 

 


